GVR Forum Club
Wednesdays, 9:00 to 10:00
Desert Hills Social Center
Dues: $2.00 per year
No need for ticket or reservation.
Bring your GVR card and sign in at the door.
Weekly presentations that are mind-expanding, informative and challenging
October 3
“The Muddle East” Dr. Stephen Stillwell, Jr. semi-retired academic librarian and
historian, who has spent much of his academic career studying the history and issues of
the Middle East, will try to bring some sense and understanding to the geopolitical
relationships of this most confusing, complex and obscure region of the world.
October 10
“Raytheon Support to the American Warrior” Kent Laughbaum, retired Air Force
fighter pilot and missile systems program manager will show examples and explain a
number of the weapons that Raytheon designs and builds for the US military, with the
focus on air launched missiles.
October 17
“Restoring the Mexican Gray Wolf to the Southwest” Craig Miller, Defenders of
Wildlife representative, has worked many years to help restore “El Lobo” to the wilds of
the Southwest. He will share his experience with the recovery effort and details of the
Range Rider Program which has been a big asset in increasing the “Gray's” population
from less than 10 to over 100 today.
October 24
“The Aging Eye” Dr. Brent Hartzell, optometrist on staff with Barnet Dulaney Perkins
Eye Center will discuss such topics as cataracts, macular degeneration, glaucoma, dry eye
and diabetic eye disease - discussing the nature of each condition, diagnostic approaches
and current and upcoming treatments.
October 31
“Rex Allen – Arizona's Singing Cowboy” Kelly and Terry Rowden, friends of the
Willcox-born singing cowboy movie and TV star of the 1950's, will tell about his life
and career as an actor, singer and song writer. Kelly will also play and sing some of
Rex's most memorable music.

